
Making Teaching Possible for 
BIPOC Candidates

The California Coalition for Educator Diversity



The Coalition 
A group of researchers, practitioners, and 
advocates committed to advancing teacher 
diversity and equity in schools through uplifting 
humanzing, evidence-based,  policy, practice, 
and research. 



Why the Funding 
Guide?

Increase Access 
to Resources 01

02 Humanizing the 
Cost



Humanizing the Teacher 
Profession

● Ensuring the pipeline process is equitable and inclusive
● Acknowledge and name the policies and practices that 

dehumanize (dismiss, devalue, diminish, and discredit) teachers 
● Policies and Practices that holistically support the wellbeing of 

Teachers 
● A livable wage or compensation
● Climate & Culture where BIPOC candidates and teachers feel safe, 

welcomed, supported, and valued 
● Adequate support and resources that reflect the value we as a 

society place on the importance of K-12 education
● Having the agency to continuously learn, grow and evolve in the 

ways we recruit, prepare, and support teachers
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Interest & 
Recruitment

The Educator Pipeline

Preparation & Initial 
Experience

Licensing & 
Certification

Hiring Continuous 
Support & 

Development



Structural 
Barriers to 
Entry 

Financial Cost 
● Golden State Teacher Grant 

● National Board Incentive Program

● Classified School Employee 
Program 

01

TEP Structure 02

Testing03
● Teacher Exam Fee Waivers

● Integrated Teacher Prep Program

● Golden State Pathways Program 

● CA Teacher Residency Program 





Neutral/ Don’t Know



Large proportions of teachers say that each of the assessments 
we tested had no impact on their teacher preparation.



Issues Money 
Does Not 
Solve

“For CSETs, you're on your 
own…What happens if I 

want to be able to study for 
it? Well, I have to pay for 

those workshops, which are 
not cheap [..] You can be a 

fabulous teacher and not be 
able to pass those tests 

because you don’t have the 
support.”

● Mentorship
● How we measure/evaluate candidates
● TEP Structure
● What tests are required and when 
● Recruitment interest & knowledge
● Continuity within the Pipeline



Systemic 
Barriers to 
Retention 

Culture & Climate 
● Educator Workforce Grant

● Educator Effectiveness Block 
Grant

● Anti-bias Education Grant

01

In-Class Supports 02

Viable Career Option03
●

●



n = 4,632











Issues Money 
Does Not 
Solve

“When the others don’t see 
my racial group as a

minority since most of the 
students are predominantly
Asian. We get blanketed as 

all one group, doesn’t
matter what country our 

ancestors came from. They
automatically assume we are 

all Chinese.” 

● Adequate preparation for the realities 
of teaching

● How are we operationalizing equity at 
our schools

● Culturally responsive policies & 
practices



How to sustain 
a thriving  
educator 
pipeline 
community?

Partnerships 
● Mutually Beneficial- reciprocal
● Expansive and Inclusive

○ Community Members
○ Local Educational Agencies
○ Community Colleges
○ 4-Year Institutes of Higher Education
○ Credentialing Bodies
○ Policy Makers

Collective Advocacy 
● Seek to address systemic  and structural barriers beyond 

local control through informing state level agencies
○ Identifying barriers in policy and practice
○ Offering possible and equitable solutions

● Petition for humanization of grant processes 
○ Timeframes for application
○ Finances/personnel needed to apply/engage
○ Grant expectations timeline
○ Equity is operationalized in selection and 

distribution

Collective Action 
● Data to support success of teachers “system wide,” 

including pre-preparation and career 
● Examine barriers which are in our control as the teacher 

preparation program level and address them
● Creation of an easily usable directory of agencies and 

programs that are seeking to address specific issues as 
a resource

Who is Responsible for What?
● Recruitment
● Preparation
● Certification
● Retention
● Development



Q&A
What are some ideas you have for humanizing the teacher profession?

Where do you feel funding is lacking and/or does not adequately 
address the needs of BIPOC candidates?

What other system conditions need to be addressed?

How might we model the capacity, intentionality, & agency to learn, 
grow and evolve the way we do business in education?

Are our systems authentic to the unfinishedness of our humanity?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf9s74sA2lA0lvbRTwj639UjpTGM3PkOyI6K-72lETsxH80TQ/viewform?usp=sf_link

